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Delta Sorpii (7 So, HR 5953, HD 143275, HIP 78401, IDS 15544-2220) normallyresides at V = 2:32, B�V = �0:12 (aording to measurements in the General Catalogueof Photometri Data, GCPD, Mermilliod et al., 1997) and has a spetral type of B0.2 IV.Although Æ So is probably a lose binary, a bewildering array of possible omponents havebeen suggested. Hanbury Brown et al. (1974) �rst (re)disovered Æ So to be multiple, witha ompanion � 1:m9 fainter. The Bright Star Catalogue (Ho�eit, 1982) followed by theWashington Double Star atalogue (WDS, Worley & Douglass, 1997) and others, quoteoultation results giving four omponents at separations of 0.01 mas (V = 5:0), 0:001 (V =3:3) and 0:00186 (V = 4:9). However, it should be pointed out that the losest ompanionapparently lies inside the primary, whih has a diameter of 0.46 mas (Hanbury Brownet al., 1974), and is learly an error. Aording to the Multiple Star Catalogue (MSC,Tokovinin, 1997) Æ So omprises a spetrosopi binary (Levato et al., 1987) and thebrighter ompanion at 0:001. Optial interferometri measurements and a thorough analysisof the previous results by Bedding (1993) showed onviningly that all the observationsreferred to just two omponents in an elliptial orbit with a ten-year period. Modernspekle interferometry observations reveal that the omponents (Hp = 2:39 and 4.62)have a very eentri orbit, with e = 0:92, a = 0:00107, P = 10:583 years and T0 = 1979:41(Hartkopf et al., 1996), although the orbit was diÆult to determine. Periastron passageourred reently in July 2000. Although the seondary is over two magnitudes fainterthan the primary it probably has a spetral type no later than about B3, if it lies on themain sequene.The early literature on Æ So ontains several referenes to veloity variations (e.g.,van Hoof et al., 1963). In the Bright Star Catalogue (Ho�eit, 1982; see also Smith,1986) Æ So is given as a possible SB1 with a period of � 20 days. Levato et al. (1987)made new observations, and also gave it as an SB1, but were unable to �nd a reliableperiod, the best was � 83 days, and did not provide an orbit. Smith (1986) found line-pro�le variations whih were interpreted as being due to relatively short-lived, omplexnon-radial osillations. In e�et the star is a � Cephei variable, but it does not showonsistent, periodi variations. The veloity variations are small, 10{20 km s�1, and theorresponding light variations are very low. Æ So was inluded in the Be-star mass-losssurvey with Copernius (Snow, 1981), although it was not known to show any Be-star
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harateristis. It showed barely detetable mass loss, indiating at most only marginalH� emission. H� spetra given by Heasley & Wol� (1983), probably obtained around thesame time, shown no indiation of any emission. In 1990 Cot�e & van Kerkwijk (1993)observed broad H� emission wings around the absorption ore and proposed Æ So as aBe star. They also noted that prior to this observation there had been no mention of anyativity at H�. Aording to unpublished observations by Hartkopf (quoted by Fabregatet al., 2000b) H� emission has been visible on several oasions during the past �ve years.In June and July 2000 visual observations of Æ So by Otero (2000) showed a slowinrease in brightness typial of a  Cas-type outburst. Further visual observations weremade regularly and these were later supported by photoeletri observations by Frasermade using a 20-m F10 SCT with an Opte SSP3 photometer, with B and V �lters.The omparison star used was !1 Sorpii (V = 3:95; B � V = �0:04) and the hek starHIP 77911 (V = 6:86, B � V = 0:04). The data are available at the IBVS website as5026-t1.txt.The light urve of Æ So is shown in Figure 1. The �rst observations at the end of Junesuggest that Æ So was slightly above its usual level of V = 2:3 but it then brightened toa maximum of V = 1:9 (at � JD 2451755) over some 25 days. During August it fadedsteadily to V � 2:15, and it then reovered during September, mimiking its initial rise.At the end of the observing season in mid Otober it had just started to deline from theseond maximum (at � JD 2451823, V = 1:87), whih was probably brighter than the�rst.

Figure 1. The light urve of Æ So showing the visual (open irles) and photoeletri (�lled irles)observations from this paper
Prompted by the optial brightening, spetrosopi observations in mid July by Fab-regat et al. (2000a) show H� purely in emission, on�rming Æ So as a Be star. Furtherspetra obtained by Fabregat et al. (2000b) and by the Be-star Spetrosopi SurveyProjet (only available eletronially, see Buil, 2000) show only modest hanges in the H�pro�le while the star brightened by 0:m4. Indeed the the emission is seen fully developed
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on 2000 June 4 (see Buil, 2000), before the star had brightened signi�antly. During Julythe emission line developed a double peak but was otherwise largely unhanged.The ompilation of photometry in the GCPD shows that all the measurements of Æ Solie lose to V = 2:32 exept for an isolated value of V = 2:21 (Hogg, 1958) reorded in1958. As mentioned before, periastron passage of the spekle binary ourred in July(2000.58), and it is interesting to note that it also ourred in 1989.99, 1979.41, 1968.83,and 1958.24. Hipparos observed Æ So for over two years from just after the 1989.99periastron passage and these observations, shown in Figure 2, suggest that Æ So wasslightly brighter than its normal value. Aording to the Hipparos atalogue Æ So showspossible miro variability but the most obvious variation in Figure 2 is a small, slowosillation and fade. There does not appear to be any photometry at the other epohsbut it raises the question of whether the optial outburst is triggered by the lose approahof the seondary.

Figure 2. Hipparos light urve of Æ So showing the unagged (�lled irles) and agged (openirles) observations. The Hipparos (Hp) magnitudes are transformed to V
The total mass of the system an be alulated from the orbital period, 10:583�0:075 yrand the semi-major axis, 106:7�6:7 mas of the spekle orbit and the distane of the system,� = 8:12� 0:88 mas (123� 13 p) from Hipparos, as 20:3� 7:6 M�. The primary aloneprobably has a mass � 20 M� and the seondary, if it is as early as B3, ould ontain8 M�, whih is aommodated by the unertainty. As the two spekle omponents seemto more than adequately aount for the total mass of the system there appears to beno room for any other fainter omponents or spetrosopi binary ompanions. At thisdistane the radius of the primary, from Hanbury Brown et al.'s measurement is a justaeptable R = 6:1� 0:9 R�.The separation of the omponents at periastron is � 1 AU, whih does not seem verylose, but the speed of approah will be � 150 km s�1. Whether the rapid approah ofsuh a star ould disrupt the atmosphere of the primary is not lear.The relationship between the optial outburst and the H� emission is also not lear.H� emission has been seen at some level for all of the past yle, about ten years, but
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was apparently absent during the previous yle. Apart from the urrent outburst andthe possible event in 1958 the luminosity has apparently remained onstant throughoutmost of both yles. Even after the 1989.99 periastron passage there was only low levelativity. The urrent optial outburst is unlike anything previously seen, in terms of bothmagnitude and duration. The H� emission is also stronger than previously observed,but in detail it does not show a strong orrelation with the brightness variations, whihsuggests that the mass loss and luminosity are not strongly oupled.Observation of Æ So during solar onjuntion with SOHO (Farrell, 2001) and the mostreent visual observations, during January 2001, suggest that the star remains in outburst,and may indeed be brightening. Further photometri and spetrosopi observations areenouraged.It is a pleasure to thank John Greaves for helpful omments.
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